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The aerial photographs used in this 
presentation were taken on March 

13th, 14th, and 16th of 2021



Tidal pools and attached shoal area

THE BEACH



Attached shoal - Permanently part of the beach and now flattening.



Looking South
The flattening of the attached shoal has 
separated the tidal pools. The “south 
pool” drains southwards along the 
beach into a series of smaller pools.

Looking North
The “north pool” runs the length 

of the beach, draining to the ocean 
in the center with small remaining 

pockets of water on each end.



Detail of “south pool” - Drains into smaller pools along the beach before ultimately making its way back to the ocean. 
Currently no evidence of ingress from beach tidal pools into the large standing pool that resides under access 12 and 13.



Detail of “north pool”
Looking south. Main body of water drains out 
through a winding egress located in the center 
of the stretch of water. Egress changes shape 
constantly.

Detail of “north pool”
Looking north. Small pool of water 
remains at #1b. Water covers the 
base of the stairs at high tide, but 

at low tide the stairs are accessible.



Large Tidal Pool - at beach accesses #12 and #13 remains cut off from ocean, kept filled by rain and runoff. 



Small Tidal Pool - Next to beach access #1b, cut off from ocean, kept filled by rain and runoff, but also the depth might be 
lower than the nearby ocean and drawing in water through the sand as the tide rises. 



The recently formed tidal pool at #1b, rises and falls with tide cycle but doesn’t drain completely. Not impassable, but user 
would get wet feet at high tide. Also, very slick mud around the area of the stairs even at low tide. Mud could be an issue.



The south end and Skull Creek Inlet

THE BEACH



The mouth of Skull Creek Inlet. This view was taken at low tide and shows a growing extension of the inlet which flows out well 
past the Fripp Island and Prichard’s Island shoreline.



Prichard’s Island sand build up at mouth of Skull Creek Inlet. At low tide, much is visible and/or above water. At high tide, most of 
this sand is below water.



Fripp Island sand build up at mouth of Skull Creek Inlet. This Florida-like peninsula appears to be growing farther out as the 
Prichard’s Island sand pushes the channel towards Fripp’s side of the inlet. 



“Beach area” at the south end of Tarpon Blvd., most of this sand is underwater except at low tide. Only a small band of sand 
near the rock revetment remains above water at high tide.



Looking back towards Fripp Island from across the inlet at Prichard’s Island. Large sand build up appears partially due to circular rotation of water 
and sediment out of Skull Creek which deposits the sand on the beach in front of the house. The build up is pushing the channel towards Fripp.  



Front of island, behind River Club

THE SALT MARSH



Two large areas of scouring damage 
viewed at the opening of the salt 
marsh. New seawall visible along 
River Club towards Quail Cove 
neighborhood.

View of scouring damage next to 
Mollura residence. Also visible, 

high tide mark in the sand leading 
towards bridge area shows two 

(maybe three) homes sit forward 
of the high tide wrack line. 



Detail, photographed at low tide, of the massive scouring damage located in the center area of salt marsh.



Detail, photographed at low tide, of scour-damaged area next to Mollura residence.



Mouth of salt marsh showing orientation of homes in relation to shoreline and location of scour-damaged areas.



Montage of high tide mark in relation to homes and shoreline.



The deteriorating south end of Hunting Island

HUNTING ISLAND



Fewer live trees inhabit the old “Cabin Road” area leaving only sand behind.



The massive sand shoal slowly works its way around Ocean Point and out in front of Fripp Island, squeezing the Fripp Inlet 
channel closer to Fripp’s side as it nears the corner.



A visual scale of the amount of sand building in the Fripp Inlet.



As the south end deteriorates, the huge amount of sand that erodes and ultimately drifts out in front of Fripp Island will supply 
the beach with sand for many years. But the change to this area could mean negative wave exposure to Fripp Island’s inlet side.



The inlet side of Fripp Island. This is the area that would be impacted most by changing currents and waves from Hunting Island’s 
south end deterioration. This area includes the entire rock revetment, the salt marsh, and the Fripp Island bridge.



Sand buildup off shore in front of the beach

THE OUTER SHOAL



Sand from Hunting Island continues 
its journey down the Fripp Inlet and 
rounding Ocean Point to build up in 
front of Fripp Island.

Ocean surf on the built-up sand can 
be seen from Fripp’s beach forming 

a semi circle around the entire north 
end of the beach, and leading to the 
same area where the previous shoal 

formed and came ashore.



A massive sand shoal is visible above 
water at low tide. This sand build up 
is ready to supply the sand for the 
next shoal forming nearby.

Hovering directly above the shoal 
and looking back towards Fripp 

Island's beach gives a scale to the 
amount of sand building up in front 

of the island just off shore.



Where the white surf ends is where the last shoal formed.



A close up reveals a new sand shoal already forming just below the surface in the same spot as the last shoal formed before 
moving ashore and attaching to Fripp’s beach in front of access #3.



Approach and abutment on the Fripp Island side

FRIPP ISLAND BRIDGE



More of the earthen approach ramp 
sticks out as the scouring caused by 
wave action removes the vegetation, and 
then the soil, leaving only sand which is 
subject to shifting and movement. 

Another angle shows the wrack line 
midway up the protective rock and 

extending well beyond the end of the 
bridge. The earthen approach begins to 

take on the role as part of the bridge 
instead of a just a ramp to the bridge.



Although the bridge itself is maintained by Fripp PSD, the earthen approach is not. In this view, the tide lines can be seen in 
relation to the approach and the standing water in the upper left does come in contact with higher than normal tides.
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